Referendum defeats will cut services

REFERENDUM RESULTS

FOR 292 292 58% needed 67% vote for lack of majority
AGAINST 211 211 42%
TOTAL 521 521 55% needed 50% vote

VOTE 948
TOTAL STUDENTS 948

By BOB WALLER

For the second time in the past two weeks Glendon students went to the polls to vote for a referendum which would raise the student council portion of their fees from $17 to $27.

The first time they voted, the increase was passed but was nullified due to faulty election procedures. This time they voted the increase down.

$7 of the $10 was to have been funnelled into a bursary fund for Glendon students who were in need of quick financial assistance to finish their education here.

The remaining $3 was to have been used to augment the council's annual budget.

Councillor members who supported the referendum were visibly disappointed when the results of the Oct. 24 poll had been tabulated.

Councillor president Jim Park, who received the news while at the Bifanara protest in Ottawa said that he couldn't understand how Glendon students could vote down a project like the bursary fund that could only help them. He felt that those who had voted against it were being a bit selfish.

Roy Hanna, who voted for the referendum, was angry at the results and said that the students had let the opportunity to do something really constructive to help their fellow slip through their hands.

Hanna also said that the defeat of the bursary fund represented a setback in the efforts to attract out-of-province students to Glendon. At present, out-of-province students cannot get financial aid either from their home province or Ontario.

This, said Hanna, has been a major stumbling block in attracting students from all across Canada to what is supposed to be a national college.

An unidentified student who voted against the referendum said he did so because he did not agree with the principle that $3 should be going into the council budget.

He went on to say that he would have voted for the referendum if all of the $10 increase would have gone to the bursary fund.

The defeat of the referendum will affect essentially the social services programme of the student council.

This included the proposed bursary fund.

To be cut from the budget right away is the annual Glendon College Public Service Award, the proposed Glendon Literary Quarterly magazine, the closing of a student-run cafe, and an increase to the PRO 100 fund.

Officers of the council stressed, however, that the political programme of the council, which has been under some heavy criticism from rightist factions on campus, will not be reduced at all.

UBC students seize Lounge

VANCOUVER (CUP) — "What needs liberating at UBC" asked Yippie Jerry Rubin.

"The Faculty Club", someone shouted. And that was that.

Over 2000 gleeful university of British Columbia students marched a half mile to the Faculty Club yesterday and took over.

Students, lead by Rubin, members of UBC's students for a Democratic Society, paraded a squealing pig (presidential candidate for Rubin's Youth International Party) into the opulent Faculty-only restaurant and bar.

GEORGIA STRAIGHT

MENTIONED

The takeover was accomplished yesterday afternoon and was still going strong late last night with 1,000 people holding the building and preparing to spend the night.

By late afternoon observers had estimated that 3,000 UBC students passed through the doors at one point or another, ignoring the "Members Only" sign.

There appear to be few concrete demands or problems to justify the takeover though one SDS member adhered to the crowd to stay until the charges are dropped against the Georgia Straight, a Vancouver underground newspaper. The paper has been charged by the city prosecutor with printing obscene material.

Rubin announced the Liberation Plot as he spoke to 1500 students in the UBC student union amphitheatre.

LIQUOR RUNS OUT

Faculty Club President Paul E. Martin, who had come from Commerce professor, was not upset: "This is just delightful—There's nothing against your being here as long as you don't break into the liquor cabinets or damage the building. Otherwise we will consider prosecution."

There has thus far been no damage but the kids are working on the liquor cabinet.

They quickly cleaned out the club's open liquor supply and were, in last word, trying to get into the well-stocked and well-locked liquor cabinet.

During the day many occupiers turned on (with pot and hash), others drank and political discussion buzzed through the building.

One student took a skinny dip in the faculty club fountain.

KUAN YEW AMUSED

Student President Dave Zirnhelt said the students had no right to break into private property but said the council would take no action against them.

Neither will the RCMP who confess to be "unconcerned".

Acting Administration President Walter Gage had a terse "no comment."

And one person who took the whole thing like a trooper was Singapore Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew, who is staying in the Faculty Club's Presidential suite during a visit to Vancouver.

"I'm totally unconcerned," he said. "It makes a lot worse than this to get me excited, I can't see the point of it at all. But it's rather funny."
The new ‘Indians’

We protest against the cultural genocide of the Canadian Indian.
We protest against our government’s apparent lègédary in arranging a cease-fire in the Nigerian-Biafran conflict.
We protest against the recent Soviet rape of Czechoslovakia.
We protest against the exploitation of developing nations in South America by huge international corporations.

These situations, however, are not the products of a few dumb decisions by some dumbed-down men but rather the inevitable results of a socio-economic system — capitalism — that dehumanizes a society because it sets inhuman aims as its goals, profits before people.

An interesting phenomenon is occurring all over the world, both communist and non-communist (more accurately “state capitalist” and “private capitalist”).

Many students are becoming Indians, angry, sullen, streaming, at an Indian Affairs Branch that had forgotten they were here.

And some Indian College students who they thought were either compliant bourgeois liberals or verbal-only radicals, are coming together, hash out their assumptions, argue for the direct outcome of such a conference, and help Indians organize a conference for Indians.

It is with this phenomenon that the survival, of not only the Indian, but also ourselves, as HUMAN beings, really depends.

The question at the beginning of the Indian Forum was, “Where are we going to disrupt that establishment?”

After three days of private conversations with Indians and a closing banquet which shocked and moved all the participants in some way or another, the question was “What do we do?”

After the final banquet the Indians caved-in, kicking out the bourgeois liberals and verbal-only radicals, their first open expression of a self-sufficient technology of righting their situation.

Another suggestion — start searching all the Indians involved; find some recent years to look to whites and Indians how accurate or inaccurate they really were.

The Indians also think that the grasping, competitive white society is wrong. And they think that Glendon may be a part of that, parcel of that society.

All they had to say to any Glendon student who said he was against the establishment, too, was, “What have you ever done to disrupt that establishment? What have you ever done to disrupt it here at Glendon?”

The real message the Indians had was, “Don’t make me fit for your society. Make your society fit for me.”

The Indians are getting together to fight for their survival and their freedom.

You can’t stand against this new rulers, their new oppressors, if you want.

You don’t have to be a bigot.

The rules of the game may say you can say any nasty things against the accepted system along the way but you can’t do anything out of line.

Do you respect those rules?

Glendon great

Dear Sirs:

I must admit that it was with some regret that I left Glendon last Sunday night, I had come with some mixed feelings, as I was suffering under the misconception that this was going to be another one of those ‘let’s cry for the poor Indian’ conferences.

Certainly, there was that undercurrent of indignation and disgust for the seeming self-perpetuation of the social and educational enigma which the conference had to face in just living in this country.

This is part of the necessary experimental processes of our society. Any feelings which I may have had were rapidly dispelled by the open and varied programme of exposure to the points of view on all aspects of the Indian situation.

I was asked on many occasions, what I thought the direct outcome of the forum was going to be.

My impression from this mode of questioning was that what Toby talks about is that student council is an elitist minority. The council has adopted an “incomplete ideological manifesto as the Gospel” and a “holier-than-thou attitude” about talking to others.

When talking about an elite, I think we must consider what is open or not.

The student council “elite” has plenty of things to do and anyone willing and eager can join us. For that matter, any offices on the council itself were open to those who wanted to run for them in February, or, as in the case of the first year rep, in the last few weeks.

I think we must also consider whether the elite actively works to maintain an elitist function. I believe this student council has proven conclusively that it is not interested in remaining an elitist.

The Ontario College of Education, Athletics, the council presented the facts and suggested alternatives for action (or, in some case, inaction) to the students instead of deciding for them.

I hope that the students of Glendon have the self-confidence to understand and help, they will be prepared and mature enough to handle them.

I hope that I express the feelings of at least some other delegates and if so, I think this is an indication of the success which is so well deserved by you the students of Glendon whose thought and hard work made it possible.

Although I’m not a student of Glendon, I do feel that I can share your pride in your school, a living experiment in this country.

I conclude by offering you my thanks for allowing me to share in your experience.

Roy Hill
Delegte, McMaster U.

Council defended

Dear Sirs:

Toby Fyfe makes a good point in his column, What would happen, that the dialogue change would start running down on this campus and it’s not going to be rekindled. However he makes some other comments I would like to discuss.

The essence of much of what Toby talks about is that student council is an elitist minority. The council has adopted an “incomplete ideological manifesto as the Gospel” and a “holier-than-thou attitude” about talking to others.

When talking about an elite, I think we must consider whether it is open or not.

The student council “elite” has plenty of things to do and anyone willing and eager can join us. For that matter, any offices on the council itself were open to those who wanted to run for them in February, or, as in the case of the first year rep, in the last few weeks.

I think we must also consider whether the elite actively works to maintain an elitist function. I believe this student council has proven conclusively that it is not interested in remaining an elitist.

The Ontario College of Education, Athletics, the council presented the facts and suggested alternatives for action (or, in some case, inaction) to the students instead of deciding for them.

I hope that the students of Glendon have the self-confidence to understand and help, they will be prepared and mature enough to handle them.

I hope that I express the feelings of at least some other delegates and if so, I think this is an indication of the success which is so well deserved by you the students of Glendon whose thought and hard work made it possible.

Although I’m not a student of Glendon, I do feel that I can share your pride in your school, a living experiment in this country.

I conclude by offering you my thanks for allowing me to share in your experience.

Roy Hill
Delegte, McMaster U.
COUNCIL, cont.

When the election was poorly run (due mostly to the unavailability of a complete student list from the university computer) the council decided to take it in hand. We have accepted the decision of the student council that they, 97% of the needy fellows or to have a large student body and an expanded student programme, student council assistance, campus take a public service award. That is their decision.

And a week ago at a "recreational council" the council decided to create Community Group Studies to examine what the alternatives and education are and should be. Their purpose is to enlist many members of the community as possible in the formulation of the proposals for change to be presented to the college as a referendum in February.

As soon as we heard there was some strong criticism of continued Glendon membership and CUS and QCUS we decided to add a referendum to membership in these organisations in Feberuary.

We are also initiating a a request the council will add a referendum in January, in order to be presenting a new constitution of the college for a vote by a two-thirds vote which (legally) we have the right to do.

The aims of the revision will be to make as many members of the union as possible taking part in the decision (a proposal which received fairly widely agreement that the "treaty" would replace the council with an elected five-man council (so to provide a key on the student union and will be presenting a new constitution of the college for a vote by a two-thirds vote which (legally) we have the right to do.

The aims of the revision will be to make as many members of the union as possible taking part in the decision (a proposal which received fairly widely agreement that the "treaty" would replace the council with an elected five-man council (so to provide a key on the student union and will be presenting a new constitution of the college for a vote by a two-thirds vote which (legally) we have the right to do.

The aims of the revision will be to make as many members of the union as possible taking part in the decision (a proposal which received fairly widely agreement that the "treaty" would replace the council with an elected five-man council (so to provide a key on the student union and will be presenting a new constitution of the college for a vote by a two-thirds vote which (legally) we have the right to do.

The aims of the revision will be to make as many members of the union as possible taking part in the decision (a proposal which received fairly widely agreement that the "treaty" would replace the council with an elected five-man council (so to provide a key on the student union and will be presenting a new constitution of the college for a vote by a two-thirds vote which (legally) we have the right to do.

The aims of the revision will be to make as many members of the union as possible taking part in the decision (a proposal which received fairly widely agreement that the "treaty" would replace the council with an elected five-man council (so to provide a key on the student union and will be presenting a new constitution of the college for a vote by a two-thirds vote which (legally) we have the right to do.
**Indians get together**

By John King

Last weekend will be remembered as the weekend of the Great Indian Bull Session. Things started to liven up at the end when the Deputy-Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, John A. Macdonald, made his speech. There, all the Indians who had listened quietly and politely through the weekend started to shout—and they kept shouting, even against the opposition of the chairman and the majority of the non-Indians in the hall.

And finally the weekend had done some good for the Indians. We can't give the Glendon Forum credit for it happening, but it happened. The Indians decided that they had listened far too long and that it was time for them to get together themselves, just the Indians, and talk.

More came out of that than out of the whole weekend, and out of all the meetings and consultations held by the Indian Affairs Branch in the past 10 years.

They talked, and they decided that they were all essentially in agreement. They came to two conclusions.

The Indian-white problem was a white problem. And they would do all they could to help him solve that problem.

And they agreed that the next conference would have to be an all-Indian conference and that white-Indian conferences were useless.

They were tired of having the establishment Indians do their talking for them. They were not completely dissatisfied with the conference, but they were disappointed and didn't like all the kindness shown to them by the whites.

So the forum was a success. Although its structured format was considered to be as useless as anything that the I.A.B. could provide, something did come out of it accidentally.

The forum was of use to the people for whom it was held. And only the people who attended know who these people are.
Dr. Tony Antoine, Red Power leader, enjoying Sunday night's fun.

'All right, you beautiful whites'

**Highlights of the weekend**

**BY GORD THOMPSON**

**FIRST PLENARY SESSION**

The opening speaker of the first plenary on the theme of 'Cultural Genocide' was Miss Carol Lavallee, a member of the Saskatchewan Indian Federation. She stated her belief that Canadians were as guilty as Niggers in committing mental cruelty and cultural genocide in regards to Indians. She also stated that 'the great white overlord' assumed he must give permission to Indian requests.

The second speaker, Mr. Walter Rudnicki said that Indian affairs 'striped a man of everything but his will to be himself.' At the same time he told the guests they need not worry that the Indian would disappear by assimilation.

Mr. Howard Staats, however, indicated the Indians were divided on this issue: some (a very few) want assimilation; some want the best of each society, and some want to have nothing to do with the white man.

Mr. Tony Antoine accused the white men of having taken away his religion, pushing their religion and education on him, and having put white man's clothes on his back.

**SECOND PLENARY SESSION**

The theme of the second plenary was 'Education: the Key to Maintaining an Indian Identity.'

The first speaker, Mr. Robert Davey began by saying that the importance of having an education was unquestioned, and that 'all the Indian wants is an opportunity to get an education' adding that the program must be relevant to the students' environment.

Tony Mandamin followed up by saying that the 250 Indians at university level were not treated as adults, and that, cut off from the past, had difficulty in maintaining interest in Indian Affairs.

The third speaker, Dr. A.D. DelBots stated that Indian children in present school systems are retarded 12-28 months due to their cultural backgrounds. To overcome this handicap he outlined an experimental program involving a dialect survey of the Cree language, the creation of a standard orthography, the development and publication of reading and writing primers, and the training of more qualified teachers.

Lloyd Calhoun concluded this session by stating that race is back of life and the overlord assumed he must give permission to Indian requests.

**THIRD PLENARY SESSION**

Minister without Portfolio the Honourable Mr. Robert Andrews summed up his position when he said "the best thing the government could do is get the hell out of the way." Mr. Walter Dector, the other speaker, noted that Indians are treated like a bunch of squatters in their own land and that the government is a "major cry: Give us the right to handle our own affairs."

**FOURTH PLENARY SESSION**

The last plenary dealt with 'Government: Agent of Assimilation.'

First to speak was George Mortmone, who told the audience that government policy has been cruel and clumsy in its assimilation program, and that the Indians were not powerful enough to prevent being placed behind a wall of bigotry.

We accused Canada of trying to murder the Indian language and the government of Inaction. The next speaker, Mr. Bill Mussell, spoke of the government's part in helping people obtain the goals they seek, and the lack of recognition of the significance of Indian culture.

The final speaker, Mr. Frank Stacy, revealed that the Indians did not own their land but that it was vested in the queen. He also said that Indians pay taxes the same as anyone else, but that they had no say in how the money was spent.

**BANQUET**

Everything exploded Sunday night at the banquet. The Indians showed their anger against the Deputy Minister of Indian Affairs, John A. Macdonald and also the "native kids, the future establishment" -- the Glendon students.

Everyone cheered Harold Carbon after he lambasted Indian Affairs and called for a freeze in the department's activities while giving effective power to existing Indian organizations. Heckling was widespread. The tension was high and it finally blew.

The Indians caucused later among themselves to see whether they should condemn the conference or not. (See John King's article, page 4.)

The white students stayed after the plenary session and argued about what they could do. Many students expressed the view that they could help the Indians best by cleaning up the white society and solving their own problem while letting the Indians take the power to solve their problems themselves.
'Anne' projects warm Canadian image

BY MARTHA MUSGRAVE

If you are at all cynical don't bother going to see one of Green Gables at the Royal Alex. But if you are looking for a few hours of escape into pure whimsy before you "join the picket-line, Anne" is the show for you. Based on the book by L.M. Montgomery, "Anne" is a classic well-known to almost all Canadian girls. We all wept and laughed through the trials and tribulations of Anne-with-an-E Shirley, the red-headed orphan dropped into conservative Prince Edward Island just after Confederation. Anne spent a brief eight weeks there, and finally captivated the village of Avonlea with her vivid imagination and decided propensity to talk. Happily she has lost none of her charm in the musical version.

The show was originally produced in the Charlottetown Festival in 1964 and has remained on the repertoire since then. One might have thought that its success would be limited to the local level but judging from the reaction of the audience Wednesday night, the feeling Toronto couldn't help but be affected.

The next step could be Broadway, probably via London.

Barbara Hamilton starred as Marilla Cuthbert. Known primarily for her versatility as a comedienne, Miss Hamilton displayed great skill and sensitivity as a dour old maid, afraid of showing her feelings yet still exhibiting a salty sense of humour.

Peter Mews is in his fourth year as Matthew Cuthbert, Marilla's shy, gentle brother. I found his performance extremely touching, and judging from the frantic scramble for handkerchiefs at his death this opinion seemed to be generally shared by the audience.

Grace Finlay was a perfect Anne; she was sparkling and spunky enough to save her role from the sentimental. These are just three of an excellent company of thirty-one, each performer being completely successful in recreating some character of Avonlea.

Much of the credit must go to Don Harron for his adaptation of the novel. He has succeeded in capturing the gentle humour that is so much a part of Prince Edward Island. I suppose the book really is insignificant. It ignores social injustice and concentrates on the simple, gracious life at the turn of the century. Is it important? Probably but I can't help imagining those days with envy.

Don Harron also did the lyrics, (he's Canada's original one man talent agency) in conjunction with Norm Campbell. Since "Anne" has been around for four years, its obvious if she is not going to produce any big songs. However, Campbell's music is pleasant and some of it is certainly memorable.

No review of "Anne" would be complete without mention of the sets by Murry Lauffer. They are very bright, very unique, and provide a charming backdrop for a charming play. Marie Day has contributed much to the establishment of an atmosphere with her attractive period costumes.

As I mentioned at the beginning, "Anne of Green Gables" is not the show for cynics. As do all musicals it tends to be a bit corny and a bit sentimental. Add to this a bit of Canadian Wholesomeness and it could have been an out right disaster. Fortunately the whole cast seems so comfortable in their various roles and appear to be enjoying themselves so much that the self-consciousness one might have expected is entirely absent.

It has been rumoured that "Anne of Green Gables" may be Canada's dramatic contribution to the 1970 world's fair. If so, the world will probably form the impression that Canadians are a little smug, a little complacent, very conservative but having a good time.

Treat yourself to "Anne of Green Gables" before it's too late.

EDUARDO'S
PIZZA AND SPAGHETTI HOUSE
3342 Yonge Street
483-2952
Fast take out orders Minimum order $1.75 on food

Hours
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Friday and Saturday
11:30 a.m. to 3:00 a.m.

Thursday, November 8th - 9th, there will be seats for everybody. Fin, an hours of escape into movies extremely enjoyable.
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Students turn on with talk

It's a world of hash and grass. It's a search for the big turn-on, the tune-in. It's a quest, a search, for what? An identity, an emotion, a sensitivity? Pych Services have formed Quest Groups. Students get together once a week. Their aim is to probe and find identities, emotions, and establish sensitivity with others. Their only drug is talk.

Having left home for college, some feel a social isolation in their new environment. They feel unable to communicate with others. A feeling of inadequacy, and a lack of self-esteem is the basis of most problems. Testosterone, stress, and loneliness stem from here.

The group becomes a "family unit" as intimacy develops. They help each other in their adjustment.

The response of the participants has been good. Rev. Larry Beech, Head of Pych Services, says that "they are very malleable, and therefore you can always get a plus reaction."

Reading and Study Skills is another Pych Service. The program is under the direction of Ruth Warner. Groups meet weekly for the eight week duration of the course. It is designed to improve reading and study habits. Past results have been good, with at least 75% of those attending showing marked improvement in their study skills. The present session is already underway, and a new one begins in January.

Fat Daddy: I got fat 'cause I'm afraid of sex

The color snapshot which Fat Daddy held in his hand showed a fat studious girl and her mother, sitting in what appeared to be a large haml. Their eyes seemed on verge of enfolding her small, dark eyes in excess flesh.

There was a pretty fell, wispishly across the blob of face. Dressed in a cheap cotton house dress which appeared to be at least a size 52, she was seated at a table on which was a plate of fried chicken. In a cheap cotton dress she was seated at a table on which was a plate of fried chicken. One leg was visible in the picture. It was the same size as a huge ham.

"This was Olivia of Madison, Wisconsin and her letter gave the amazing news that she deliberately let herself get into this obese condition. Not only was she not dieting, but she was consciously applying herself towards getting fatter."

"I just can't stop eating and don't want to" she said when she wrote to Fat Daddy on the advice of a mutual friend.

"I lost my job and can't find another because I'm too fat to work. So I'm on relief. But my welfare check won't cover my rent, my extra-large dresses and my phone bill because I spend most of it for more and more food, EATING IS ALL I LIVE FOR!"

"My childhood was a bitter one. When I was born, the nature of my birth affected my mother's spine and nervous system. She became an invalid, paralysed from the hips down. My father was superintended of a large cheese plant, and made a good salary. But of course all physical love stopped for them after I was born."

"Olivia's sad story Cont. next week. Some station WUL 75% EATING IS ALL I..."

Sick students get motherly care

By Marilyn Smith

"And the pain...was tremendous..." is Bill Cosby's famous line in his description of a football injury. What does the Glendon student do when faced with "tremendous pain?"
The kind that can be cured with aspirin or Midol?

Many Services

For these people, there is an infirmary in the west wing of Glendon Hall. Some things you should know about the services it offers are:

nurse and doctor facilities - 12:00-12:00 P.M. Mon. through Fri.

full-time live-in supervisor for help at other times - six bed ward in infirmary for sick "resides" the motherly care centre

student over 21 must have medical plan

-OMSIP gives reduced premium rate - if taxable income is $500 or less

-reduced premium rate for students 21 at least three months

-taxable income is nil - full coverage free of charge

-but an application must be submitted to OMSIP in order to get the special condition coverage

- students as tax dependants are covered by parents' plan

-Know your family's insurance number

-hospital insurance - not compulsory - student under 21 and attending school is protected if parents have hospital plan

-students over 21 - premium for OMSG is $8.50 every three months

-visits to Dr. Johnson while he is on campus are free

-OMSIP covers doctor, specialist and psychiatric fees and laboratory tests

Student Vulnerable

The student is left in a vulnerable spot. If he carries both OMSIP and OBSC, but is in need of medically administered drugs, his insurance will not pay for the drugs.

We won't take just anybody

Only qualified technical and professional people willing to work for a low salary under demanding conditions in any of 45 developing countries around the world

To pick up this professional challenge, you have to be highly motivated. Eager to put your own talent to work. Aware of the need of developing countries for mature, competent people, ready to lend a hand. You have to decide to spend two years of your life working on the world's number one problem - development.
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BAHAMAS
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Sports Editor hangs head in shame

By Larry Scanlan

You may recall an article published recently in the Student Sports Editor's column. It was an attempt to provide a respite from the usual fare, to inject some humor into the proceedings, and to offer a perspective from a more casual, off-the-cuff viewpoint. However, it seems that this approach was misunderstood or misinterpreted, and the response has been quite negative. It is with a heavy heart that I must admit my mistake, and I offer my sincerest apologies for the confusion and the discomfort that my words may have caused.

I understand that the sporting landscape is a serious and demanding arena, where each victory and defeat carries significant weight. The passion and dedication of the athletes, coaches, and fans are palpable, and it is a privilege to be a part of this vibrant community. It is equally important, however, to acknowledge the need for balance and context in the way we view and report on these events.

I hope that we can find a way to embrace the humor and the humanity in our reporting, while still respecting the integrity and the spirit of competition. It is my sincere wish that we can move forward together, with a renewed commitment to excellence, and a renewed appreciation for the joy that sports bring to our lives.

By Nick Martin

The first season of York football came to a glorious end last Saturday, as the Bulldogs overwhelmed Scarborough Rams at the Junior ORFU 27-12 at BMO Field.

For the first time this season, York’s running backs took the big honours, goring out 276 yards against a tough Ram defence.

Shelly Pettle was the big star for York, racing for 126 yards in 12 carries, and scoring two touchdowns. Dan Gyte contributed 69 yards in 10 carries, and quarterback Larry laccino chalked up 32 yards on 53 occasions on which he decided to go to the air, apparently trouble hitting his receivers, completing only 6 of 16 attempts, four of them to Pettle.

The “Bulldogs” defence came up with another great performance, recovering four Ram fumbles and keeping the Scarborough running game contained all afternoon.

Scarborough had some success passing in the first half, but a strong rush and good deep coverage closed off this avenue of attack in the second half. York was playing without star defensive back John Abbott, who was injured in the Oakville game and underwent knee surgery this week.

York took first blood, with laccino diving over from two yards out after Don Pater-
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Glendon takes cross-country

Glendon chalked up another intercollegiate championship last week as our fleet-footed cross-country team showed their heels to the main campus runners.

Only Stan Bunston of Winter-
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Readers bitch about editor

By Nick Martin

Several people have been complaining about our sports coverage recently. I've found out about it because they've been directing their complaints toward Mike Salter for some strange reason. If you've got beefs, then tell them to us. We're the ones that put this page out, not Mr. Salter.

The crux of the matter seems to be that we are running too much about the Bulldogs, too much about intercollegiate and intercollegiate sports, not the athletic staff early in the week, we decided to give equal opportunity to athletic competition, but we just can't be spontaneous about it. The fault lies with the reporting staff. With one notable exception, Larry Scanlan, the staff has not been overly conscientious about their duties. As usual, your editor is being forced to write an article minutes before the deadline because staffers didn’t show up with their assignments.

This week this article will fill that space in the paper, most weeks I fill the space by lengthening the Bulldog article, or, as I did last week, by writing a round-up of the Canadian College Football season.

At the staff meeting, covering of Campus sports was delegated, I took Varsity football, Larry took inter­
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PIZZA

Any size Pizza

Delivers to 1 A.M.

296 EGLINTON W.

487-1471 487-1602

858 SHEPARD W.

636-8152